
2022 
STAFF EVALUATION 

UPDATES

HRS – EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last year’s theme was Reflect and Re-envision.  The year before, in the midst of the pandemic, the theme was Simple but Significant.  The next evaluation cycle theme is Accountability and Excellence.  Today we will share the new and more relevant ratings and competencies used to hold ourselves and our employees accountable, as NMSU strives to achieve excellence in performance and leadership.



Changes – Why?

• Current form used since 2015
• Periodic reviews are necessary
• Preliminary review in 2019 but not implemented
• Survey Data indicated a need for improvement

Change allows you to replace old and worn-out 
things with new ones, which are more 

beneficial.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s good business practice to periodically review processes and procedures and ask if yourself if they are still relevant, are they still efficient, do they meet the current needs?



Improvement Review Process

• Began in January 2021
• Dr. Gena Jones – Sponsor
• Maura Gonsior – Project Leader

• Committee assembled and met weekly
• Various reviews were conducted
• July 2021 Recommendations were prepared

• Staff Performance Evaluation Process Improvement 
Recommendations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Committee of 13, a cross section of staffReviewed ARP, forms used, content, competencies, ratings, electronic system and approval processRecommendations were submitted to the NMSU Executive Team

https://hr.nmsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Staff-Performance-Evaluation-Process-Improvement-Recommendations.pdf


Recommendations

• Electronic System
• ARP Language
• Self Assessment Form
• Approval process
• Ratings
• Competencies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
System – Cancelled goals, Freeform box for overall comments, link to training centralARP – Recommendations for language changes that reflect current practicesSelf Assessment – revised and applicable for both non-exempt and exemptApproval Process – Eliminating 2nd level approvalWhich brings us to Ratings and Competencies



Performance Ratings

3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why have ratings?  What gets measured gets managed. The annual review, with cumulative ratings and goal setting is an exercise that keeps leaders focused.  The ratings needed refreshing, as managers were equating “Meets Expectations” with a C grade when it should be seen as a positive contribution.  



2023 Ratings

FROM TO

Fails to meet Expectations Unsuccessful/Unacceptable Performance

Needs Improvement Partially Successful Performance/Needs Improvement

Meets Expectations Fully Successful/Effective Performance

Exceeds Expectations Superior/Highly Effective Performance

Exemplary Distinguished Performance and Role Model Status

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the new rating descriptions as compared to those used previously.



Ratings

• Consistently rate performance using agreed upon 
standards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Employees will be assigned a rating for each competency, based on their performance compared to the standard/expectation.  It’s really important to understand each competency, what they mean to your unit so that you can rate performance consistently.Employees will also be assigned a rating to reflect their goal performance.All ratings are scored, added together and averaged for an overall score. The same ratings are used for Goals, except that there are additional ratings of Deferred and Cancelled, which have no impact on the overall score.



Successful/Effective

Performance consistently meets the critical 
requirements of the position, continually achieves 
preset goals and performs with distinction.  
Performance is reliable and consistent in adding 
value to the work unit.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This means the employee is doing what they should be doing.Example Competency – Job Mastery:  Rachel is productive and efficient.  The many tasks associated with her job are completed timely and free of error.  She is reliable and others turn to her when faced with short deadlines or when faced with complex problems.



Superior/Highly Effective

Performance is continually and consistently superior, 
and regularly goes beyond what is expected.  An 
exceptional contributor whose performance exceeds 
expectations on a consistent and sustainable basis.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example Category – Collaboration and Teamwork:  Jason consistently leads the team effort without being asked.  He is the first to help others during heavy hire, his coworkers routinely request to work with him, and they look to him for solutions.



Distinguished and Role Model 
Status
Clearly and consistently demonstrates extraordinary 
and exceptional accomplishment. Performs above 
and beyond expectations under exceptional 
circumstances.  Others in similar roles rarely equal 
performance of this caliber.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is your STAR!  This person’s performance has a high impact on the operations of your unit.Receiving a distinguished rating is possible, but is normally not common. Example:  Job Mastery - Ms. Nelson was recommended and accepted a role as Mentor due to her unmatched knowledge and coaching skills.  She made a positive impact on new employee success (no turnover) which ultimately created stability and increased efficiency for the unit.



Partially Successful

Performance does not consistently meet or 
occasionally falls below what is required of the 
position; improvement in specific area is required.

“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to 
succeed is always to try just one more time.” - Thomas Edison

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve looked the top of the scale, now let’s look at the opposite.Example:  Organizational Awareness:  Estela was tasked with updating department SOPs.  Although completed, some needed major revisions due to conflicts with other NMSU guidelines.  In the future, Estela should consider and review procedures external to the unit and utilize NMSU partners and their expertise.



Unsuccessful

Performance fails to meet minimum expectations for 
this role and immediate and sustained improvement 
is required.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If an employee is rated as Unsuccessful, it’s expected that you have already had a discussion about the deficiencies and have begun working on ways to improve. An employee should not be surprised to see a rating of Partially Successful or Unsuccessful.Example – Results Orientation and Execution: Noel consistently completes a significantly lower number of work orders than is required (only 25% of standard).  Of those recorded, many are incomplete.  Because of the constant back-log, others take on additional work orders and tasks, in order to meet the needs of our customers.   



2023 Core Competencies
CURRENT NEW

Job Knowledge Achievement Toward NMSU Strategic Goals

Quality of Work Collaboration and Teamwork

Customer Service Critical Thinking and Probem Solving

Teamwork Interpersonal Effectiveness

Use of Resources Job Mastery

Productivity Organizational Awareness

Problem Solving Resource Management

Interpersonal Relations Results Orientation and Execution

Ethics Self Awareness and Accountability

Initiative Service and Quality Focus

Time and Task Management Valuing Diversity and Inclusion

Attendance and Punctuality Leadership

Judgement

Dependability/Initiative

Adaptability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All eleven competencies apply to both non-exempt and exempt staff.  The “Leadership” competency applies to those who lead/supervise.



Achievement toward NMSU 
Strategic Goals
• Aware of LEADS 2025 goals?

• What does the acronym stand for?
• What are the 4 strategic goals?

• Understand which goal(s) their unit/dept supports?
• Do they know how their work contributes to the 

overall success?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leadership, Excellence, Access, Diversity and Inclusion, Student-Centered



Organizational Awareness
• Is aware of how to get information
• Uses formal and informal networks
• Is aware of University operations and impact on 

community
• Keeps informed of unit or University policies and 

practices.
The Radar Effect

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Does your employee know what university resources are available to provide information, or to assist with doing quality work?The Radar EffectA favorite, albeit fictional, example of someone who embodies Organizational Awareness is Walter “Radar” O’Reilly from the TV show M*A*S*H. For those not familiar with the show, Radar was a young corporal and clerk for the M*A*S*H hospital. Typically, someone in that role would be the low person on the totem pole, simply doing what they were told.Radar was different. He had an amazing ability to get things done; to maneuver the human networks of the military to get supplies, Jeeps, passes, medicines – you name it.  He knew how to work the unwritten, unmapped human system to get the unit whatever it needed. He sensed a problem and had a solution before anyone else in the camp even had a clue it existed (thus the name “Radar”). He was a perfect example of someone with Organizational Awareness.



Valuing Diversity and 
Inclusion
• Respects others’ differences
• Welcomes ideas different from their own
• Recognizes contributions of others
• Seeks out other’s input and perspective

In simple terms, diversity is the mix and 
inclusion is getting the mix to work well 

together.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Diversity is the range of human differences, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, social class, physical ability or attributes, religious or ethical values system, national origin, and political beliefs.Inclusion is involvement and empowerment, where the inherent worth and dignity of all people are recognized. An inclusive university promotes and sustains a sense of belonging; it values and practices respect for the talents, beliefs, backgrounds, and ways of living of its members.It’s easy to develop a one-track mind when working on a challenging project with tight deadlines. You likely seek out your usual go-to people who have helped you in the past and you can trust. This can be limiting. You are relying on the same people, same perspectives, and same experience. Get others involved. Ask for their input and perspective. Give others exciting development opportunities. Innovation arises from multiple perspectives. Inclusion happens when all are invited to contribute.�



Self Awareness and 
Accountability
• Aware of strengths and weaknesses
• Follows through with meeting deadlines and goals 

with limited supervision
• Seeks additional skill and information
• Instead of blaming, acknowledges mistakes and is 

solution oriented

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Personal awareness is your knowledge of who you are and who you are not. You know your strengths and you have identified areas of improvement and you make decisions that put you in a position to highlight your strengths and test your development as a person. You know how to use your strengths to your advantage, and you do not allow the areas that you need to develop hold you back.Self accountability is defined as an obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to account for one's actions.Why is Self Accountability Important? When individuals take responsibility for their actions rather than blaming others, it gives everyone the opportunity to learn, grow, and problem-solve together. 



Leadership

• Builds mutual trust and respect
• Provides clear communication and guidance to set 

expectations
• Coaches both successful and underperforming 

employees
• Delegates to empower and allow others to be 

responsible
“Leadership is the art of getting 

someone else to do something you 
want done because he wants to do 

it.” – Dwight D. Eisenhower

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
leadership is to influence, inspire and help others become their best selves, building their skills and achieving goals along the way.Managers plan, organize, coordinate, direct and control the activities of others.Which are you?



Planning for the Performance 
Evaluation Process
1. How will your leadership best prepare for a 

successful staff performance evaluation process?

2. How can you best prepare your employees for 
the staff performance evaluation process?



Resources
HRS Employee & Labor Relations – Evaluation & Performance 
Management 
https://hr.nmsu.edu/general-resources/evaluations.html

• 100 Performance Appraisal Comments For Your Next 
Performance Review

• https://blog.vantagecircle.com/appraisal-comments/
• Use Active Listening to Coach Others

• https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/coaching-
others-use-active-listening-skills/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open the hyperlink and navigate briefly through the list of resources.  Resources include the User Manual, FAQs, and self assessment form.The other two links are articles to read on topics that may help you.

https://hr.nmsu.edu/general-resources/evaluations.html
https://blog.vantagecircle.com/appraisal-comments/
https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/coaching-others-use-active-listening-skills/


Questions

Employee and Labor Relations
575-646-2449      elr@nmsu.edu

mailto:elr@nmsu.edu
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